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Abstract
We report on an extension of Haskell with open type-level func-
tions and equality constraints that unifies earlier work on GADTs,
functional dependencies, and associated types. The contribution
of the paper is that we identify and characterise the key techni-
cal challenge ofentailment checking; and we give a novel, decid-
able, sound, and complete algorithm to solve it, together with some
practically-important variants. Our system is implemented in GHC,
and is already in active use.
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1. Introduction
Dependently-typed languages, such as ATS (Chen and Xi 2005),
Cayenne (Augustsson 1998), and Epigram (McBride), enable the
programmer to encode complex properties in types. Recently,
there has been a push to try to gain much of the expressive-
ness of dependently-typed languages without actually allowing
values as types. Instead, type-level computations are realised
through a limited form of function abstraction and pattern match-
ing on types—examples of this approach are functional depen-
dencies in Haskell (Jones 2000), andgeneralised abstract data
types (GADTs) (Xi et al. 2003; Peyton Jones et al. 2006), as
well as the experimental, Haskell-likeΩmega (Sheard 2006) and
Chameleon (Sulzmann et al. 2006) systems.

However, these type systems rapidly become complex; for ex-
ample, no paper or implementation known to us gives a satisfac-
tory account of the interaction between functional dependencies
and GADTs. Our goal in this paper is to unify as much as possi-
ble of this research in a backwards-compatible, practical extension
to Haskell. Earlier, more foundational work by (Johann and Ghani
2008) and ourselves (Sulzmann et al. 2007a) suggested that acore
type system embodyingequality constraintsandexistential types
forms a natural basis for type-level reasoning. In this paper we
briefly propose source-language constructs that expose these two
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features, but our main focus is on the type checking challenges that
are thrown up by equality constraints. Our particular contributions
are these:

• We briefly introduceopentype-level functions in Haskell, and
show their usefulness (Section 2). Haskell type functions gener-
alise our previous work onassociated types(Chakravarty et al.
2005), and are independent of type classes (whereas associated
types and functional dependencies were tied to classes).

• We identify and characterise theentailment problemthat arises
in type checking, and explain why it is new and tricky (Sec-
tion 3). A distinguishing feature of our work is that, because our
compiler has a typed intermediate language, the type checker is
required to produceevidence(i.e. a proof term) that can be em-
bodied in the typed intermediate-language form of the program
(Section 3.3).

• We give, in detail, an algorithm for entailment, consistingof
two parts: completion (Section 4) and solving (Section 5). Al-
though there is much related work (Section 9), the algorithm
appears to be novel. We have proved that the algorithm is sound
and complete (Section 6).

• An often-neglected point is that the solver must co-operatewith
the rest of type inference. In particular, the constraints may
mention unification variables, and the constraint solver may
fix values for some of these variables. We tackle this issue in
Section 7.

• It turns out that getting crisp termination and completeness
properties requires quite draconian restrictions on the type func-
tions — albeit more liberal than those used for functional de-
pendencies. In Section 8 we present and characterise a variant
with much greater expressive power, but where, in rare cases,
the type checker may reject a program that is, in principle, ty-
peable.

The system has been implemented in the latest version of the
Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC), and is fully integrated with
other aspects of type checking, notably type classes and GADTs.
The work is still in progress — the implementation lags the paper
slightly — but it is already in active use by others. Related work,
of which there is plenty, is discussed in Section 9.

2. Motivation and examples
Type functions, especially in conjunction with GADTs, prove to be
useful to implement many of the examples typically put forward in
favour of functional dependencies (Jones 2000),Ωmega (Sheard
2006), and even dependently-typed languages. This sectiondis-
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cusses open type functions in Haskell and provides running exam-
ples for the rest of the paper.

Parametrised collections. Jones (2000) motivating example for
functional dependencies are parametrised collections. Using type
functions—calledtype familiesin Haskell—we can define a similar
type class of collections:

type family Elem c -- family indexed by c
class Collects c where
empty :: c
insert :: Elem c -> c -> c
toList :: c -> [Elem c]

type instance Elem BitSet = Char
instance Collects BitSet where ...

type instance Elem [e] = e
instance Eq (Elem c) => Collects [c] c where ...

The type function applicationElem c determines the element type
of a collection of typec. The type family declaration intro-
duces a type function and fixes its arity. Eachtype instance de-
clares an equation of the type function. Just like type classes, new
type instances can be added for new types at any time; that is,
type functions areopen. If type function and type class declara-
tions and instances go hand in hand, as in this example, it is often
convenient to combine the two. This makes a type function into
anassociated type(Chakravarty et al. 2005). Associated types are
supported by our implementation, but as far as the type theory is
concerned, they are merely syntactic sugar, and we will not con-
sider them any further in this paper.

It is common that the types of value-level functions involving
type functions need to constrain the range of a type functionap-
plication. For example, the following value-level function based on
the collection class may only be applied to collections whose ele-
ment type isChar:

insx :: (Coll c, Elem c ~ Char) => c -> c
insx c = insert c ’x’

The signature ofinsx uses anequality constraintElem c ~ Char
to restrict the element type. Equality constraints, whose general
form is t1 ~ t2, can appear anywhere that Haskell admits class
constraints. For an equality constraint to be satisfied, thetwo types
must unify modulo the non-syntactic equalities introducedby type
family instances — i.e., equations of type functions. As we shall
discuss in more detail in Section 3, checking an inferred type that
includes equality constraints against a user supplied signature is the
central problem in type checking programs with type functions.

Bounded vectors. A standard example demonstrating the utility
of dependent types arebounded vectors;i.e., inductively defined
lists whose type is indexed by the length of the list. By using
two empty data typesZ andS a to represent Peano numerals, we
can define bounded vectors using ageneralised abstract data type
(GADT)(Xi et al. 2003; Peyton Jones et al. 2006).

data Z -- Peano numerals
data S a -- at the level of types

data Vec e len where -- bounded vector
Nil :: Vec e Z
Cons :: e -> Vec e len -> Vec e (S len)

The GADT definition ensures that a typeVec e len is only in-
habited by vectors of lengthlen; for example, we haveCons ’a’
(Cons ’b’ Nil) :: Vec Char (S (S Z)).

Instead of dependent types,Vec uses atype-indexed data type.
Consequently, operations onVec changing the length need to be
accompanied by appropriate type-level length computations. For

example, to define the concatenation of two bounded vectors,we
need addition on type-level Peano numerals. We implement this by
way of a type function for addition:

type family Add n m
type instance Add Z x = x
type instance Add (S x) y = S (Add x y)

vappend :: Vec e n -> Vec e m -> Vec e (Add n m)
vappend Nil l = l
vappend (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (vappend xs ys)

The result type ofvappend, Vec e (Add n m), is a GADT in-
dexed by a type function application. A similar combinationof
GADTs and type functions may be used to implement a wide range
of uses of dependent types. During type checking, they lead to
the same challenges as equality constraints. This becomes obvious
when considering the equality GADT:

data EQ a b where
EQ :: EQ a a

A typeEQ t1 t2 requires the same constraint solving capabilities
as an equality constraintt1 ~ t2.

Type-preserving CPS transformation. The idea of expressing
relationships between parameters of GADTs is a very versatile
one. As another example of this idea, consider a type-preserving
CPS transformation, where we want to statically ensure thatthe
transformation only produces well-typed programs. We start with a
GADT of expressions parametrised by their type:

data Exp t where
Pair :: Exp a -> Exp b -> Exp (a, b)
Lam :: (Exp s -> Exp t) -> Exp (s -> t)
App :: Exp (s -> t) -> Exp s -> Exp t

Now, a CPS transformation that gets an expressions, of object type
t, and the current continuation as an argument has the type

cps :: Exp t -> (ValK (Cps t) -> ExpK) -> ExpK

The crucial point is that the type of the current continuation ValK
(Cps t) -> ExpK has an argument type parametrised by the CPS-
transformed object type, namelyCps t, whereCps is the following
type function:

type family Cps t
type instance Cps (a, b) = (Cps a, Cps b)
type instance Cps (s -> t) = (Cps s, Cps t -> Z) -> Z

This example is from (Guillemette and Monnier 2008) who im-
plemented a type-preserving CPS transformation for a more sub-
stantial expression type in two variants: (1) using type functions
and (2) using only GADTs and encodingCps using additional
GADTs together with explicit type conversion functions. The ver-
sion using only GADTs has 397 LoC, whereas with type functions
it shrinks by a third to 264 LoC.

Monad Transformers. The Monad Transformer Library (MTL)1

defines a family of elementary monads as well as combinators—the
transformers—to compose elementary monads into more complex
monads (Liang et al. 1995). This library has proven to be very
useful and popular, with many other Haskell packages building
on it.

The elementary monads are usually parametrised and the type
of these extra parameters is dependent on the concrete monadtype.
For example, the reader monad defined by the classMonadReader
has an environment parameterr depending on the monad. The
MTL, which predates the proposal of type families for Haskell,
expresses this situation using functional dependencies; thus,

1http://darcs.haskell.org/packages/mtl/
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class (Monad m) => MonadReader r m | m -> r where
ask :: m r
local :: (r -> r) -> m a -> m a

A similar situation arises in theMonadError class, which provides
a common interface for monadsm that support throwing and catch-
ing errors of typee:

class (Monad m) => MonadError e m | m -> e where
throwError :: e -> m a
catchError :: m a -> (e -> m a) -> m a

We can simplify these two-parameter classes into one-parameter
classes if we use type functions to project the dependent type (i.e.,
the environment of a reader monad and the error type of an error
monad) from the monad typem:

type family Env (m :: * -> *)
type family Err (m :: * -> *)

class (Monad m) => MonadReader m where
ask :: m (Env m)
local :: (Env m -> Env m) -> m a -> m a

class (Monad m) => MonadError m where
throwError :: Err m -> m a
catchError :: m a -> (Err m -> m a) -> m a

As with the example of parametrised collections, we would usually
use the syntactic sugar provided by associated types here.

The MTL provides a number of basic instances of these monads;
e.g.,Reader r for MonadReader:

type instance Env (Reader r) = r

instance MonadReader (Reader r)

The type function instances for the elementary monad classes are
rather straightforward. However, as soon as we turn to thetrans-
formers, which add, e.g., reader and error capabilities to other
monads, matters get more complicated. For instance, the monad
ErrorT e (Reader r) adds error capabilities to theReader
monad.

type instance Err (ErrorT e m) = e

instance MonadError (ErrorT e m)

And yet, we still need to be able to use the reader functionality
of ErrorT e (Reader r). Generally, we can say that every error
transformation of a reader monad is also a reader monad. This
naturally leads to a recursive definition ofEnv; thus,

type instance Env (ErrorT e m) = Env m

instance MonadReader m => MonadReader (ErrorT e m)

3. Formulating the problem
We begin with an overview of how to adapt the type checking en-
gine to accommodate type functions. Reconsiderinsx andinsert
from Section 2:

insert :: (Coll c) => c -> Elem c -> c

insx :: (Coll c, Elem c ~ Char) => c -> c
insx c = insert c ’x’

A standard approach is to reduce type checking to a constraint sat-
isfaction problem. Instantiating the call toinsert in the body of
insx gives rise to the class constraint(Coll c). The second ar-
gument ofinsert has typeElem c, which must be equal to the
supplied argument, of typeChar; hence, we have the constraint
Elem c ∼ Char. (We use the symbol∼ for type equality to avoid

confusion with the mathematical equality symbol=.) These con-
straints can both be trivially discharged, since they both appear in
insx’s type signature.

Now consider the GADT pattern match invappend of Sec-
tion 2, where we, for brevity, only consider the first clause of
vappend:

vappend :: Vec e n -> Vec e m -> Vec e (Add n m)
vappend Nil l = l

We know thatl is of type Vec e m, and the result ofvappend
should have typeVec e (Add n m). These two should be the
same; so the program text gives rise to the constraintVec e m ∼
Vec e (Add n m) which, by decomposition, holds iffm∼Add n m
holds. In addition, the pattern matchNilmakes available the (local)
assumptionn ∼ Z, which we can use to reason that our desired
constraint is equivalent tom ∼ Add Zm. Now, we can use the
type instance for Add Z m to show that this constraint does
indeed hold.

3.1 The entailment problem

Generalising from these examples, we see that type checkingpro-
ceeds by generating from the program text (e.g. the body of a func-
tion) a set ofwanted equations,Ew. The task of this paper is to find
an algorithm that attempts to satisfy the wanted equations from

• Et, thetop-level equations, written directly by the programmer
in the form oftype instance declarations. These constitute
the type function theory.

• Eg, thelocal given equations, which arise from:

(a) programmer-supplied type annotations (e.g. the signature
for insx).

(b) the extra equations arising from a GADT pattern match (e.g.
n∼ Z in theNil case ofvappend).

We may write the deduction like this:

Et ∪ Eg ⊢ Ew

and call it theentailment problem. We will completely ignore type-
class constraints in this paper, since they are well studiedelse-
where; our focus is on equational constraints. Initially, we will also
ignore the fact that the wanted equationsEw will typically involve
Damas-Milner-styleunification variables. The pure checking prob-
lem is hard enough, so we defer unification variables to Section 7.

3.2 Syntax

Figure 1 defines the syntax of types. We use the meta-variables
s, t, u, v to range over monomorphic types:

s, t, u, v ::= a | F t1...tn | S t1...tn

We only solve constraints involving monomorphic types, butthe
overall setting is a polymorphic type system, so a type can mention
a quantified type variablea. For the purposes of constraint solving
these can be treated simply as constants.

Type constructors come in two forms.Data type(DT) construc-
tors, ranged over byS, T , are familiar from ML and Haskell, and
include types such asList, Bool, Maybe, and tuples. For example,
Maybe is declared thus:

data Maybe a = Nothing | Just a

Data type constructors also include a fixed set of primitive types,
such asInt andFloat.

The other kind of type constructor is atype function(TF) con-
structor, ranged over byF,G. They are introduced by a type family
declaration giving its kind, thus:

type family F a
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Type function constructors F,G
Data type (DT) constructors S, T
Type variables a, b
Evidence variables g
Skolem types α, β
Schema Variables x, y

Types s, t, u, v ::= a | F t1...tn | S t1...tn
Function-free typesc, d ::= a | S c1...cn
Evidence γ ::= g t | F γ̄ | S γ̄ | t

| sym γ | γ ◦ γ | decompSi
γ

Top level equations et ::= g x : F c∼ t
Local equations eg ::= γ : s∼ t
Wanted equations ew ::= g : s∼ t
Equation sets E ::= Et ∪Eg

Eg ::= eg
1 . . . e

g
n

Et ::= et
1 . . . e

t
n

Substitution θ ::= [t1/x1, ..., tn/xn]

Shorthands:
t ≡ t1...tn Sequence
t/x ≡ [t1/x1, ..., tn/xn] Substitution

Figure 1. Syntax

Hole 2

Contexts S,T ::= 2 | a | F T1...Tn | S T1...Tn

DT contexts C ::= S C
′
1...C

′
n

DT’ contexts C
′ ::= 2 | t | S C

′
1...C

′
n

Function contexts F ::= F T1...Tn

Figure 2. Type Contexts

Haskell supports higher-kinded types, but that is a distraction here
so we assume that type constructors always appear saturated. For
example,(Maybe Int) is a type, butMaybe is not.

Our other notational conventions are these:

• We usec, d to range over function-free types; that is, ones that
mention no type-function constructors.

• We writet ∈ s to denote thatt is a sub-term ofs, andt ⊂ s to
denote thatt is a proper sub-term ofs, i.e.t ∈ s ∧ t 6= s.

• We writeT to denote atype context, i.e. a type with holes (2) in
it. Figure 2 defines various kinds of type contexts, which we will
introduce later as we need them. Holes are filled in as follows:

We writeT[s] to denoteT[s/2], whereT has a single hole.
For instance, ifT = Maybe 2, thenT[Int] = Maybe Int.

We writeT{s} to denoteT[s/2], whereT has any number
of holes. For instance, ifT = Either 2 2, thenT[Int] =
Either Int Int.

3.3 Evidence

Our system is designed to fit into GHC, a compiler for Haskell that
has a typed intermediate language. Type inference elaborates the
program into an explicitly-typed calculus whose terms completely
express their typing derivation (Sulzmann et al. 2007a). Inpartic-
ular, when discharging an equality constraint inEw we must pro-
duce anevidence termencoding the proof tree, rather than simply
declaring “yes the constraints are deducible”. This evidence takes
the form of a term, ranged over byγ, with the syntax (Figure 1):

γ ::= g t | F γ̄ | S γ̄ | t
| sym γ | γ ◦ γ | decompSi

γ

(VarT)
g x : s1 ∼ s2 ∈ E

E ⊢ g t̄ : [t/x]s1 ∼ [t/x]s2

(VarL)
γ : s1 ∼ s2 ∈ E

E ⊢ γ : s1 ∼ s2

(Refl) E ⊢ t : t∼ t (Sym)
E ⊢ γ : s∼ t

E ⊢ sym γ : t∼ s

(Trans)
E ⊢ γ1 : t1 ∼ t2 E ⊢ γ2 : t2 ∼ t3

E ⊢ γ1 ◦ γ2 : t1 ∼ t3

(CompF)
E ⊢ γi : si ∼ ti i = 1, ..., n

E ⊢ F γ1...γ2 : F s1...sn ∼ F t1...tn

(CompT)
E ⊢ γi : si ∼ ti i = 1, ..., n

E ⊢ T γ1...γ2 : T s1...sn ∼ T t1...tn

(DecompT)
E ⊢ γ : T s1...sn ∼ T t1...tn
E ⊢ decompTi

γ : si ∼ ti
(i ∈ 1..n)

Figure 3. Type Equation Proof System

We write γ : s ∼ t to mean “γ is evidence thats ∼ t holds”.
Just as a term in System F encodes its own typing derivation,
an evidence termγ encodes the proof tree for a type equality.
Concretely, Figure 3 gives the rules of deduction that may beused
in the proofEt ∪ Eg ⊢ γ : s ∼ t, which can also be regarded
as a type system for well-typed evidence terms (Sulzmann et al.
2007a). The entailment problem sketched in Section 3.1 can now
be expressed more precisely.

DEFINITION 1 (Entailment Problem).Given a set of top-level
equationsEt, local equationsEg, and a set of wanted equality
constraintsg1 : s1∼ t1, . . . ,gn : sn∼ tn, find evidenceγi for each
si ∼ ti, such that

Et ∪Eg ⊢ γi : si ∼ ti

or report failure if no suchγi exist fori = 1, . . . , n.

That is, we want to find evidence (a proof) for each equalitysi∼ti,
using the assumptions in the top-level and local equations.

Figure 3 gives the valid entailment judgements. Rule (VarT)
and (VarL) extract top-level and local evidence respectively from
the set of assumptionsE. Referring to Figure 1, we use an explicit
notation for top-level equations:

et ::= g x : F c∼ t

whereg is the name of the evidence constant that witnesses the
equation. For example, thetype instance declarations forAdd
in Section 2 are rendered into the syntax of Figure 1 like this:

g1 x : Add x Z∼ x
g2 x y : Add x (S y) ∼ S (Add x y)

Notice that the left hand side of each equation must take the form of
a type functionF applied tofunction-freetypesc. This is analogous
to the value-level requirement that the patterns in a Haskell function
definition may mention data constructors only. Furthermore, we
require2 ftv(c) = x ⊇ ftv(s); that is, the left hand side must bind
all the parametersx, and only they may be used in the right hand
side. Unlike the value level, however, the same variable mayappear
more than once inc; for exampleg x : F xx ∼ Int is a valid top-
level equation.

2 ftv(t) is the free type variables oft.
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If θ is the substitution[t/x], then the evidence term(g t) is a
proof thatF θc ∼ θs. See Rule (VarT). So, for example,g1 Z is a
proof ofAdd Z Z∼ Z.

The top-level equationsEt are parametric over the variablesx,
and are required to form a confluent, terminating rewrite system. In
contrast, the local equationsEg are not parametric, and express the
equality of twoarbitrary types:

eg ::= γ : s∼ t

Rules (CompF) and (CompT) express the idea that “ifs ∼ t, then
certainlyF s ∼ F t”, and similarly for data type constructorsT .
Rule (DecompT) expresses the inverse: “ifT s ∼ T t thens ∼ t”.
But this claim only holds for data type constructors! For example,
if Maybe s ∼ Maybe t holds then surelys ∼ t holds too — but if
Add s1 s2 ∼ Add t1 t2 then we donot know thats1 ∼ t1. (In more
familiar notation,x1 + x2 = y1 + y2 does not implyx1 = y1.)
In short, data types areinjective, but type families are not. That is
why there is only one decomposition rule in Figure 3.

A type t can also be treated as an evidence term: it provides the
trivial evidence thatt ∼ t, using rule (Refl). Finally, Rules (Sym)
and (Trans) express the symmetry and transitivity of equality.

3.4 Solving entailment is tricky

We borrow ideas from the term rewriting community to solve the
entailment problem. At first it seems quite easy. The top-level
equations constitute an equational theory, so the natural approach is
to view them as a rewrite system (from left to right). It is reasonable
to expect the programmer to writetype instance declarations
that are confluent and terminating. Now, let us suppose thatEg is
empty. Then it is easy to deduce whether a wanted equations ∼ t
is implied byEt. Simply normalises andt, usingEt as a rewrite
system, and compare the normal forms:s ∼ t holds iff the normal
forms ofs andt are identical.

The entailment problem is also fairly easy whenEt is empty:
simply compute thecongruence closure— see (Bachmair and
Tiwari 2000) and the references therein — ofEg, and see ifs∼ t is
included in it. An alternative formulation is to find thecompletion
ofEg. This completion,E′

g, is now a terminating, confluent rewrite
system which we can use to normalises andt as before, and check
for identical normal forms. The two formulations are equivalent
(Kapur 1997), but we prefer the latter because it uses the same
rewriting infrastructure (both intellectual and implementation) as
Et.

We assume here that completion should not changeEt for
two reasons. First, completion of non-ground equations (such as
Et ∪ Eg) is undecidable (Novikov 1955). ((Beckert 1994) gives
a completion algorithm for non-ground equations, but it maydi-
verge.) Second, there may be a great many top-level equations in
scope, only a few of which will be relevant to solving a particular
entailment problem, so applying completion to them seems exces-
sive.

So we formulate the following sub-problem: transform the local
equationsEg into a formE′

g, in such a way thatEt ∪ E
′
g forms a

confluent and terminating rewrite system. This completion problem
is new, in two ways:

• Completion ofground equations is decidable in polynomial
time (David A. Plaisted and Andrea Sattler-Klein 1996), which
seems promising because the local equationsEg are indeed
ground. However, completing ground equationsEg in the pres-
ence of fixed, top-level, non-ground equationsEt appears to be
a new problem, not covered in the literature. The extension is
definitely non-trivial.

• The transformation must beevidence-preserving; that is, each
equation inE′

g must come with evidence for its veracity, ex-
pressed in terms of the evidence provided byEt andEg.

Example 1. This examples illustrates the first point. Consider these
equations:

Et = {g : F Bool ∼ F (G Int)}
Eg = {γ : G Int∼Bool}

Considered separately, both sets are separately strongly normalis-
ing. Nevertheless, the combination of both rules is non-terminating.
That is, strong normalisation is not compositional. 2

4. Step 1: Completion
The object of completion is to transformEg such that it forms a
strongly normalising rewrite system withEt. We treat completion
as a rewrite system thus:

Et ⊢ Eg,Σ =⇒ E′
g,Σ

′

Here,Σ is a substitution mapping skolem constants,α, to types.
Skolems are explained in Section 4.5, and may safely be ignored
until then. Solving starts withΣ empty, and proceeds step by step
no further rewrite rule applies. At this pointEt ∪ E

′
g is a strongly

normalising rewrite system, and each equation inE′
g is of forme′g:

e′g ::= γ : F t̄∼ s | γ : a∼ t | γ : α∼ t

where the left-hand side does not occur in the right-hand side.
We define the following set of rewrite combinators:

• r1 ◦ r2: first perform rewriter1 and thenr2
• r1|r2: apply rewrite ruler1 or r2 (non-deterministic choice)

• fix(r) : exhaustively applyr

The overall completion algorithm is defined thus:

fix(Triv |Swap|Skolem|Decomp|Top|Fail|Subst)

The individual rewrite steps are discussed below. Each rewrite rule
transforms the(Eg,Σ) pair, although to avoid clutter when writing
rules we omit the parts that do not change.

4.1 Orienting equations

The Swap rules orient equations so that they are more useful as
left-to-right rewrite rules. In general, we want either a type function
F s or type variablea on the left-hand-side. If that isn’t the case,
but there is one on the right-hand-side, then we swap the sides
of the equation. If we cannot have either, then a skolemα is
preferred (Section 4.5). The case where both sides have a data type
constructor is dealt with by theDecomprule (Section 4.2).

Swap ::= FunSwap| VarSwap | AlphaSwap

(FunSwap) γ : t∼ F s =⇒ sym γ : F s∼ t
where eithert matchesT t orα, or t ∈ s

(VarSwap) γ : t∼ a =⇒ sym γ : a∼ t
wheret matchesT t or α

(AlphaSwap) γ : T t∼ α =⇒ sym γ : α∼ T t

In general, if there is a function application on both sides,such as
F a∼Gb, the orientation does not matter and no swap rule applies.
But FunSwapdoesapply in one case even when both sides are a
function call: if the call on the left is a proper subterm of the call
on the right, we swap. For example

F a∼G (F a) =⇒ G (F a) ∼ F a

Re-orienting such rules eliminates an obvious source of divergence,
when the equations are treated as left-to-right rewrites. That in turn
lead to fewer uses of the loop-cuttingSkolemrule (Section 4.5).

We also allow ourselves to discard trivial equations:

(Triv ) γ : s∼ s =⇒ 〈nothing〉
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4.2 Eliminating Injective Type Constructors

TheDecomprule decomposes equalities on DT constructors.

(Decomp)

γ : T t1 · · · tn ∼ T s1 · · · sn =⇒
decompT1

γ : t1 ∼ s1
. . .

decompTn
γ : tn ∼ sn

whereT is an injective type constructor.

4.3 Applying Top-Level Equations

We apply the top-level equations as rewrite rules to both theleft-
and right-hand sides of the local equations, adjusting evidence as
we do so. Supposeg x̄ : F c∼ s ∈ Et; then these rules apply:

Top ::= TopL | TopR

(TopL ) γ : T[F c[t/x]] ∼ v ⇒ sym T[g t] ◦ γ : T[s[t/x]] ∼ v

(TopR) γ : u∼ T[F c[t/x]] ⇒ γ ◦ T[g t] : u∼ T[s[t/x]]

4.4 Substituting Local Equations

Similarly, we can apply one local equation in all the others,again
adjusting evidence as we do so. Suppose the current set equations
is {γg : t ∼ s} ⊎ E, where⊎ is disjoint union. Then the following
rules apply:

Subst ::= fix(Top) ◦ fix(SubstL | SubstR)

(SubstL) γ : T[t] ∼ v =⇒ sym T[γg] ◦ γ : T[s] ∼ v

(SubstR) γ : u∼ T[t] =⇒ γ ◦ T[γg] : u∼ T[s]

wheret 6∈ s andt not of formT t

Why the two fixpoints? Thefix(Top) makes sure that all the top-
level equations have been applied exhaustively first.

Example 2. Supposeg : F [Int] ∼ F Int ∈ Et, andEg is as
follows:

γ2 : F Int∼ F [Int], γ3 : F [Int] ∼Bool

If we substitute the top-level equation in the second of the local
equations, the latter becomes

sym g ◦ γ3 : F Int∼Bool

If we subsequently substitute the second equation in this new equa-
tion, we get the original equation, which leads to non-termination.
However, if we instead apply the top-level equation exhaustively,
we get:

γ2 ◦ g : F Int∼ F Int, sym g ◦ γ3 : F Int∼Bool

Now the second equation is trivial, and can’t be used for substitu-
tion. 2

The second fixpoint ensures that each substitution is performed
performed exhaustively on every other equation to which it is ap-
plicable.

Example 3. Consider

Eg = γ1 : a∼ b, γ2 : b∼ c, γ3 : c∼ b

If we substitute forb in the first butnot the third equation, we get

γ1 ◦ γ2 : a∼ c, γ2 : b∼ c, γ3 : c∼ b

Now substitute forc in the first butnot the second equation to get

γ1 ◦ γ2 ◦ γ3 : a∼ b, γ2 : b∼ c, γ3 : c∼ b

This process can be repeated indefinitely. However, if we substitute
b in all equations, we get

γ1 ◦ γ2 : a∼ c, γ2 : b∼ c, γ3 ◦ γ2 : c∼ c

which precludes repeated substitution ofb. 2

4.5 The Skolem rule

The hard part about completion is dealing with divergence. Con-
sider this program fragment:

type instance F [Int] = Int

f :: forall a. (a ~ [F a]) => ...
f = <rhs>

At first this looks odd: how cana ∼ [F a] hold? If we had used a
data typeT instead of a type functionF, only infinite types3 would
satisfy the constraint, sof could never be called. But with type
functions the constraint makes perfect sense; we can callf at type
[Int], say, by supplying a proof that[Int]∼ [F [Int]], which
certainly holds.

But now consider type checking the definition off itself. Sup-
pose we also have the top-level assumption

type instance H [x] = Int

and when type-checkingf’s <rhs> we find that we must solve
the constraintH a ∼ Int. It’s easy! Just use the local assumption
a∼ [F a] left-to-right, to expose the fact thata is really a list; then
H ’s top-level rule lets us simplify the left hand side toInt, and we
are done.

But we must not usea ∼ [F a] repeatedly as a left-to-right
rewrite rule, because doing so would clearly diverge — that is
why (Subst) has the side condition thatt 6∈ s. Yet we must use
it once, else we cannot find the proof we desire. Resolving this
dilemma is precisely the cleverness of congruence closure.The
latter is invariably explained with diagrams and pointers,but we
prefer a symbolic presentation because it is easier to formalise and
fits our rewriting framework. Following (Kapur 1997), we invent
a freshskolem constant, α, to stand for(F a). Now replace the
equationγ : a∼ [F a] by the two equations

γ : a∼ [α]
F γ : α∼ F [α]

(The second equation will then be flipped around byFunSwap, but
that is a separate matter.) Once this is done we can freely substitute
for a, thereby potentially exposing information abouta at its usage
sites.

In general, the rule is this:

(Skolem) γ : t∼ C[F[t]] =⇒
γ : t∼ C[α]
F[γ] : α∼ F[C[α]]
α := F[t]

where α is a fresh skolem
t is not of formT s̄

The notationα := F[t] denotes the extension of the skolem substi-
tution Σ with [F[t]/α]. The substitutionΣ is simply accumulated
until the entire entailment algorithm is is finished (i.e. both comple-
tion and solving); then it can be applied to the solution to eliminate
the skolems from the result.

If the side condition thatt is not of formT ā does not hold then
eitherDecompor DecompFailwill apply, soSkolemshould not.

4.6 Inconsistency Detection

The local equations can be inconsistent. For example, suppose the
user writes this function:

f :: (Bool ~ Char) => Bool -> Char
f x = x && ’c’

This function is perfectly well typed: iff is supplied with ev-
idence thatBool and Char are the same time, then it can use
that evidence to demonstrate the well-typedness of the body. Of

3 E.g. the recursive typeµa.[a] is a solution.
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course, we know that no such evidence can be produced — the
equationInt ∼ Char is inconsistent— and hencef can never
be called. Rejecting such definitions isdesirablefor error report-
ing, butnot essentialfor soundness. Similar situations arise when
pattern-matching a GADT, where some branches of the pattern
match may be unreachable because their equality constraints are
inconsistent.

Inconsistent constraints are not always detectable. For example:

f :: (Add a (S Z) ~ a) => a -> a

Since we know thata 6= a + 1, the constraint is inconsistent. In
general we can encode arbitrary theorems of arithmetic, so it is
clear that we cannotguaranteeto detect inconsistency.

Nevertheless, where inconsistency is obvious, it is desirable to
report it early, and we provide two rules to do so:

Fail ::= DecompFail | OccursCheck

The first check concerns non-matching DT constructors.

(DecompFail) Signal inconsistency:

γ : T1 t1 · · · tn ∼ T2 s1 · · · sm =⇒ raise error

whereT1 6= T2 are injective type constructors.

The second check is known as theoccurs-checkin the unification-
based Hindley-Milner type inference algorithm. If the lefthand side
of an equation appears in its own right-hand side, under a data-type
constructor, the equation is unsatisfiable, so we fail:

(OccursCheck) γ : s∼ C[s] =⇒ raise error

Notice that the occurs check does not fire if the occurrence is
under a type function. For example,a ∼ F [a] is not necessarily
unsatisfiable, because it is possible that there is a top-level equation
g x : F [x] ∼ Int.

5. Step 2: Solving
In the solving phase, we attempt to discharge the wanted equations
Ew with the help of the top-level equationsEt and the completed
local equationsE′

g. In the absence of unification variables (which
we defer to Section 7) solving is straightforward. We take each
wanted constraint separately, normalise it by applying therewrite
systemEt ∪E

′
g, and check for syntactic equality.

The only complication is maintaining evidence. Solving must
constructevidence for each equation inEw using evidencepro-
videdbyEt andE′

g. It is convenient to do this by treatingEw as a
set of constraints of form

ew ::= g : s∼ t
Ew ::= ew

1 , . . . , e
w
n

In a wanted constraint, the evidenceg is an evidencevariable. Now
we can treat solving as a rewrite system thus:

Et ∪E
′
g ⊢ Ew,Θ =⇒ E′

w,Θ
′

Here,Θ is a substitution mapping coercion variables to coercion
terms. Solving starts withΘ empty, and proceeds step by step until
E′

w is empty; thenΘ′ gives the proof ofEw.
The solver is just the fixpoint of the rules:

Solve = fix(TrivS |TopS| LocalS)
TopS = TopSL |TopSR

LocalS = LocalSL | LocalSR

The simplest rewrite rule removes a solved constraint:

(TrivS) g : s∼ s =⇒ g := s

Here, the notationg := s means that the ever-growing substitution
Θ is extended by a binding forg. In this rule we merely need the
identity evidence, which is represented by the types itself.

Next, we can apply a top-level equation anywhere on either
side of a wanted constraint. The rules are similar toTopL and
TopR except for the inverted evidence construction. Supposeg x̄ :
F c∼ s ∈ Et; then

(TopSL) g : T[F c[t/x]] ∼ v =⇒
g′ : T[s[t/x]] ∼ v
g := sym T[g t] ◦ γ

(TopSR) g : u∼ T[F c[t/x]] =⇒
g′ : u∼ T[s[t/x]]
g := γ ◦ T[g t]

Similarly, we can apply the local equations on both sides. Suppose
γ : t∼ s ∈ E′

g; then

(LocalSL) g : T[t] ∼ v =⇒
g′ : T[s] ∼ v
g := T[γ] ◦ g′

(LocalSR) g : u∼ T[t] =⇒
g′ : u∼ T[t]t

g := g′ ◦ sym T[γ]

In effect, the full evidence for the original wanted equations is
constructed gradually during the solving process. At the end, when
no wanted equations remain, the evidence has been constructed in
its entirety.

6. Properties
In this section, we consider various vital properties of ourtype
checking algorithm related to soundness, completeness andtermi-
nation. First we consider the programmer-supplied top-level equa-
tions (Section 6.1), then we show that the completion algorithm is
sound, decidable, and complete (Section 6.2), and finally that the
solving algorithm also enjoys these properties (Section 6.3).

The interested reader may find proofs of the main theorems in
an Appendix at

http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/~toms/icfp2008/

6.1 Strong Normalisation of the Top-Level Equations

As we have mentioned, the minimum requirement on the top-level
equations is that they be strongly normalising – that is, confluent
and terminating. However, we have tried, and failed, to find acom-
pletion algorithm that is sound, decidable, and complete, assuming
only that the top-level equations are strongly normalising. Instead,
we require that they satisfy somewhat more restrictive conditions.

Our first stab at these conditions is inspired by theTerminating
Weak Coverage Conditionof (Sulzmann et al. 2007b):

DEFINITION 2 (Strong Termination Condition).The top-level equa-
tionsEt satisfy the Strong Termination Condition iff

1. The equations have non-overlapping left-hand sides.
2. For each equationg x : F c∼ t ∈ Et, eithert contains no type

functions, ort is of formG d (where thed are function free),
and
(a) the sum of the number of DT constructors and schema

variables in the right-hand side is smaller than the similar
sum in the left-hand side, and

(b) the right-hand side has no more occurrences of any schema
variable than the left-hand side.

These conditions are rather restrictive — for example, theyexclude
most of the examples in Section 2 — and we will consider more
relaxed conditions in Section 8. However, they certainly ensure that
the top-level equations are strongly normalising and, as weshall
see in the following sub-sections, are enough to guarantee good
properties for completion and solving.

THEOREM1 (Strong Normalisation 1).Any set of top-level equa-
tionsEt that satisfies the Strong Termination Condition is strongly
normalising.
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Proof. (Sketch) We show termination by defining a term norm|t|
with a well-founded ordering, and showing that this norm decreases
with each rewrite. Since there are no critical pairs (non-joinable or
otherwise) because of the non-overlap condition and the rewrite
rules terminate, we have confluence. 2

6.2 Completion Properties

Assuming the strong termination condition, the completionprocess
produces an environment that has the same proof strength as the
original one. We prove this in two steps: soundness and complete-
ness.

Firstly, any equation provable in the completed environment can
also be proven in the original environment, with exactly thesame
evidence.

LEMMA 1 (Soundness).LetE′
g with skolem substitutionΣ′ be the

completion ofEg with respect toEt. Then, for anyγ, s, t that don’t
contain skolems

Et ∪ E
′
g ⊢ γ : s∼ t implies Et ∪Eg ⊢ Σ′(γ) : s∼ t

Proof. The proof is straightforward: we can easily show that
the property is preserved by each rewrite step in the completion
algorithm. 2

Secondly, any equation provable in the original environment
can also be proven in the completed environment. Note that we
do not demand that the same evidence is given. In general, this is
not possible. Take for instance theTriv rewrite step, which forgets
certain given evidence. However, the particular choice of evidence
is not relevant. Any evidence will do, as long as it is sound.

LEMMA 2 (Completeness).LetE′
g be the completion ofEg with

respect toEt. Then, for anyγ, s, t,

Et ∪Eg ⊢ γ : s∼ t implies ∃γ′ : Et∪ ⊢ γ′ : s∼ t

Proof. The proof is similar as for the soundness property. 2

Hence, we may conclude that the original and complete envi-
ronment have the same proof strength.

THEOREM2 (Equivalence).LetE′
g with skolem substitutionΣ′ be

the completion ofEg with respect toEt. Then, for anys, t that
don’t contain skolems,

∃γ : Et ∪Eg ⊢ γ : s∼ t iff ∃γ′ : Et ∪E
′
g ⊢ γ′ : s∼ t

Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.2
The purpose of the completion algorithm is to yield an envi-

ronment that is strongly normalising. In other words, when read
from left-to-right as rewrite rules by theTopS andLocalS steps,
the completed environment isconfluentandterminating.

THEOREM3 (Strong Normalisation 2).LetE′
g be the completion

ofEg with respect toEt. Then we have thatEt ∪ E
′
g is a strongly

normalising rewrite system, when the equations are read as left-to-
right rewrite rules.

Proof. (summary) The proof strategy for termination is similar
to that of Theorem 1. We show confluence by establishing the
joinability of all critical pairs. 2

Finally, we want the completion process to terminate.

THEOREM4 (Termination).Completion terminates.

Proof. (summary) The proof consists of defining a suitable norm,
with a well-founded order, that decreases with each step. 2

6.3 Solving Properties

Once we have obtained the completed environment, we use it to
solve the wanted equations. Solving should correspond to proving
in the proof system of Figure 3.

THEOREM5 (Soundness).Assume thatEt ∪ E′
g is a completed

environment. Then, for anyEw,Θ,

if Et ∪ E
′
g ⊢ Ew, ∅ =⇒ ∅,Θ then Et ∪E

′
g ⊢ Θ(Ew)

Proof. The proof is straightforward: we can easily show that the
property is preserved by each rewrite step in the solving algorithm.
2

The solving process should terminate and be complete.

THEOREM6 (Termination).Solving terminates.

Proof. Termination trivially follows from the fact thatEt ∪E
′
g is

strongly normalising (Theorem 3). 2

Moreover, the solving algorithm always finds a proof, if there is
one.

THEOREM7 (Completeness).Let E′
g be the completion ofEg

with respect toEt. Then for allEw,

if Et ∪Eg ⊢ Ew then ∃Θ : Et ∪E
′
g ⊢ Ew, ∅ =⇒ ∅,Θ

Proof. Completeness also follows from the fact thatEt ∪ E
′
g is

strongly normalising. It means that all equivalent terms have the
same normal form. Sot ∼ s holds iff the normal forms oft ands
are identical. 2

7. First extension: unification variables
Thus far we have assumed that the wanted constraints are fully
known, so that the entailment check is the only problem. In reality,
though, a type inference system must take account ofunification
variables. For example, consider this program fragment

insx :: forall c. (Coll c, Elem c ~ Char) => c -> c
isBig :: BitSet -> Bool

f c = ...(insx c)...(isBig c)...

As discussed in Section 3, we may regard type inference as a
two-step process: first generate constraints from the program text,
and then solve them (Simonet and Pottier 2007; Sulzmann et al.
2006). In the case off, the lambda-bound variablec will be given
a unification variableδc as its type. The call toinsx will be
instantiated with a unification variableδa, and give rise to the
constraints(Coll δa, Coll δa ∼ Char). Sincec is passed both to
insx and toisBig we also generate constraints(δa ∼ δc and
δc ∼ BitSet respectively. The context of the call toinsx may
causeδ to be unified with, sayBitSet. Only at this point can we
discharge the constraint(Elem δ ∼ Char).

Unification variables arise only in the wanted constraintsEw.
The top level equationsEt are written directly by the programmer.
The local equationsEg that arise from a user type signature are
also fully known. Lastly, those that arise from GADT matching are
also free of unification variables, or else type inference would be
intractable — see (Sulzmann et al. 2008; Peyton Jones et al. 2006).

7.1 Solving with unification variables

Unification variables complicate the solving algorithm described in
Section 5. In general, we can no longer consider the wanted equa-
tions one at a time, but must consider their interaction. We have
already seen one example: supposeEw = (δ ∼ BitSet, Elem δ ∼
Char).

In terms of rewrites, we must now also carry around a substitu-
tion φ of unification variables andΣ of skolems (seeSkolemS):

Et ∪E
′
g ⊢ Ew,Θ, φ,Σ =⇒ E′

w,Θ
′, φ′,Σ′

Usually the initial substitutions are empty. If the equations hold,
then at then endE′

w andΣ′ are empty.
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7.2 The new rules

The extension adds five new rules, four of which are simple variants
of previously discussed rules. The new one is the unificationrule,
which fires when we learn what type a unification variable stands
for:
(Unify) Ew,Θ, φ,Σ =⇒ Σ(Ew)[t/δ],Σ(Θ), φ ∪ {δ := t}, ∅

whereg : δ ∼ t ∈ Ew or g : t∼ δ ∈ Ew, andδ 6∈ Σ(t)

Note that the unification step eagerly applies the substitution [t/δ]
to the entire set of wanted constraints, so thatδ is completely elim-
inated. Each application ofUnify will produce a wanted constraint
g : t∼ t, but that is eliminated byTrivS . Unify also eliminates any
skolems introduced bySkolemS, by applyingΣ and continuing
with the empty skolem substitution; the reason for this is explained
when we discussSkolemS.

Next, like any unifier, we must decompose data type applica-
tions to expose possible uses ofUnify , remembering to maintain
evidence:

(DecompS) g : T t1 · · · tn ∼ T s1 · · · sn ⇒

g1 : t1 ∼ s1
. . .

gn : tn ∼ sn

g := T g1 · · · gn

TheSubstSstep propagates information from one equation to an-
other to uncover further hidden unifications. For example, the uni-
ficationδ ∼ Int is uncovered by substituting the wanted equation
F δ ∼ [δ] into the other wanted equationF δ ∼ [Int].

SubstS ::= SubstSL| SubstSR

Suppose the current set equations isE ⊎ {g1 : F[δ] ∼ s}, where⊎
is disjoint union,F[δ] 6∈ s. These rules are applied exhaustively to
E.

(SubstSL) g2 : T[F[δ]] ∼ v =⇒
g3 : T[s] ∼ v
g2 := sym T[g1] ◦ g3

(SubstSR) g2 : u∼ T[F[δ]] =⇒
g3 : u∼ T[s]
g2 := g3 ◦ sym T[g1]

whereg3 is a fresh evidence variable. Note that this rule is similar
to Subst(Section 4.4), but requires that the substitution involvesa
unification variableδ. The intuition behind this restriction is that
solving is stuck because of lack of information. All information
must be supplied byEt ∪ E′

g except information on unification
variables. Hence, substitution of wanted equations in other wanted
equations is only justifiable for unification variables. Moreover, the
substitution of types without unification variables easilyleads to
nonterminating interaction with the given local equations.
Example 4. Assume we haveE′

g = {F [Int] ∼ F (G Int)} and
Ew = {G Int ∼ [Int], H (F [Int]) ∼ Bool}. If we substitute
the local given equation in the second wanted equation we get
H (F (G Int)) ∼ Bool. Now we can substitute the first wanted
equation. This results inH (F [Int])∼Bool, which is the original
wanted equation. Now the process can repeat itself. 2

Such nontermination is avoided withSubstSbecause the local
given equations do not contain unification variables. For exactly
the same reason as in theSubstrules, we must be sure to apply the
top-level equations exhaustively before usingSubstS.

Because equations are not always oriented properly, we needthe
FunSwapSrule, which only differs fromFunSwapin its treatment
of evidence.

(FunSwapS) g1 : t∼ F s =⇒
g2 : F s∼ t
g1 := sym g2

where eithert matchesT t or α, or t ∈ F s

Finally, we also needSkolemS, the counterpart ofSkolem, to
allow safe substitution of wanted equations where the left-hand side
occurs in the right-hand side. Note thatSkolemS is restricted to

left-hand sides that also match theSubstSrule.

(SkolemS) g1 : F1[δ] ∼ C[F2[F1[δ]]] ⇒
g1 : F1[δ] ∼ C[α]
g2 : α∼ F2[C[α]]
α := F2[F1[δ]]

where α is a fresh skolem

We need to take care ifUnify binds a unification variable that is
mentioned inside a skolem bindingα := F2[F1[δ]]. When δ is
bound, we might be able to simplifyF2[F1[δ]], but the skolem will
prevent that information from being “seen” by other constraints.
To avoid this theUnify rule brutally undoes all skolemisation by
substitution; theSkolemSwill re-introduce any skolems that are
necessary. (In practice, we could be less brutal by substituting only
skolems whose bindings involved the unified variable.)

7.3 The new solving algorithm

The new solving algorithm,SolveU, is an extension of the previous
oneSolve(Section 5):

SolveU = fix(Solve◦ Extension)
Extension = DecompS|Unify |FunSwapS|SkolemS|SubstS

Of the ordering imposed bySolveU, only the fact thatfix(TopS|LocalS)
comes beforeSkolemSis essential. An implementation is free to
otherwise order the rules as it pleases. The essential ordering is nec-
essary for completeness’ sake; it preventsSkolemSfrom hiding a
redex.

The following example shows most of the rewrite steps in ac-
tion.
Example 5. For simplicity we omit the evidence. LetEt =
{H [x] ∼ [Int]} andEg = {F Int∼ [Int], G [Int] ∼ Int}. The
wanted equations are:

F δ ∼ [G (F δ)], H (F δ) ∼ [δ]

We can’t substitute the first equation in the second withSubstS
becauseF δ also appears in the right-hand side. We have to apply
SkolemSfirst.

F δ ∼ [α], α∼G (F [α]), H (F δ) ∼ [δ]

whereα := G (F δ). Now we can do theSubstSsubstitution.

F δ ∼ [α], α∼G (F [α]), H [α] ∼ [δ]

This enables us to apply the toplevel equation withTopS.

F δ ∼ [α], α∼G (F [α]), [Int] ∼ [δ]

After DecompS, we applyUnify onInt∼δ. This unification makes
us substituteα again withG (F Int).

F Int∼ [G (F Int)], G (F Int) ∼G (F [G (F Int)])

The resulting wanted equations can be solved as before, withLo-
calSandTrivS . 2

7.4 Stable Principal Solutions

If E′
w and Σ′ are empty, then the resulting pair of substitutions

(Θ′, φ′) should make the wanted equations hold. If that is the case,
we call(Θ′, φ′) a solution.

DEFINITION 3 (Solution).The pair (Θ, φ) is a solution of the
wanted equationsEw with respect to local equationsEt ∪Ew iff4

• dom(φ) ⊆ uvars(Ew),
• φ is an idempotent substitution, i.e. its domain does not appear

in its range, and
• the equations hold under the substitution

Et ∪Eg ⊢ φ(Θ(Ew))

4uvars(t) is the unification variables int.
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However, we don’t want just any solution. No, we want the most
general orprincipal solution. Some wanted equations do not have
a unique principal solution. Theseambiguousequations should be
rejected.
Example 6. For an example of wanted equations without a prin-
cipal solution, considerEt ∪ Eg = {F Int ∼ Char, F Bool ∼
Char} andEw = {F δ ∼ Char}. There are two distinct substi-
tutions that makeEw hold: φ1 = [Int/δ] andφ2 = [Bool/δ].
2

Because our type functions are open, and we expect that new
toplevel equations are added frequently, we want our principal so-
lutions to bestable. A principal solution is stable when it remains
principal when the toplevel equations are extend. When we have
a stable principal solution, we don’t have to run the type checker
again and again with every new toplevel equation. Stabilityalso
means that the type checker can avoid speculative function evalua-
tion, as in the narrowing evaluation strategy. Because of this we can
still guarantee termination and completeness, as we’ll seeshortly in
Section 7.5.

Not all principal solutions are stable.
Example 7. ConsiderEt ∪ Eg = {F Int ∼ Char} andEw =
{F δ ∼ Char}. The principal solution ofEw is φ1 = [Int/δ].
However, if we extendEt ∪Eg with F Bool∼Char, then we get
a second solutionφ2 = [Bool/δ], andφ1 is no longer principal.
Hence, it is not stable. 2

DEFINITION 4 (Stable Principal Solution).Solution (Θ, φ) is a
stable principal solutionof Ew with respect toEt ∪ Eg iff it sub-
sumes all solutionsψ ofEw with respect toEt ∪ Eg ∪ E, withE
an arbitrary extension of the local equations. Subsumptionmeans
that there is an auxiliary substitutionσ such thatσ composed with
φ is equivalent toψ modulo the equational theory

∀δ ∈ uvars(Ew).∃γ, σ : Et ∪ Eg ∪ E ⊢ γ : σ ◦ φ(δ) ∼ ψ(δ)

7.5 Properties

As unification variables do not arise in top-level or local equations,
we only have to revisit the properties of the solving phase.

It is straightforward to see that the soundness and termination
properties of solving still hold. For soundness, the unambiguity
and stability properties are enforced because all unifications are en-
tailed by the wanted equations themselves. No search or other form
of guessing takes place. For termination, the number of unifications
is bounded by the number of unification variables in the initial set
of wanted equations.

At the moment we conjecture that our algorithm is complete
with respect to unification variables.

CONJECTURE1 (Completeness wrt. Unification Variables).
The solving algorithm constructs a stable principal solution for any
wanted equationsEw, if there is one.

We leave the proof as future work.

7.6 Retrospective

Solving in Section 5 was pretty simple. Adding unification vari-
ables has made it much more complicated. Indeed, it will not have
escaped the reader that the rules for solving in this sectionnow
look extremely similar to the rules for completion (Section4), apart
from the different treatment of evidence. This similarity is directly
exploited by our implementation.

In future work we will go further, and explore the direct com-
bination of completion and solving into a single algorithm with a
single set of rules, rather than the current two-phase approach.

8. Second extension: relaxed top-level conditions
The Strong Termination Condition (Definition 2) greatly restricts
the expressive power of type functions. For example, even theAdd

example is not covered. In this section we explore a much more
relaxed condition, with more expressive power.

DEFINITION 5 (Relaxed Condition).The set of equationsEt is
strongly well behavediff equations inEt are of the formg x :
F c∼ s and

1. No two left-hand sides overlap.
2. For each subtermG t ∈ s

(a) there is no subtermH u ∈ G t,
(b) the sum of the number of DT constructors and schema

variables is smaller than the similar number inc, and
(c) there are not more occurrences of any schema variablex

than inc.

All of the examples in Section 2 satisfy this definition. Hereare
some smaller examples to illustrate:

-- These ones are ok
type instance F x = x
type instance F [Bool] = F Char
type instance F (a,b) = (F a,F b)
type instance F x = (x,x)

-- These ones are not ok
type instance F [Char] = F (F Char) -- Nested fn
type instance F [x] = F [x] -- Too many DT
type instance F Bool = F [Char] -- constructors

THEOREM8. The Relaxed Condition ensures that the equations
Et are strongly normalising.

Proof. Condition (1) ensures confluence. Conditions (2) ensure
termination. Define the level-mapping of a ground function call as
the sum of DT constructors and function applications in arguments
of that term. Let the norm of a term be the multiset of level-
mappings of all its function applications. Let the order of norms
be the usual multiset order: the greatest multiset is the onewith
the greatest cardinality of the greatest element; if the cardinality
is the same, we look at the second greatest element and so on.
The Relaxed Condition ensures that the norm of the term decreases
under rewriting. 2

Unfortunately, greater expressiveness comes at a cost. Under the
Relaxed Condition we must choose between two alternatives:

(a) either guaranteed completeness and termination of solving, but
(potential) non-termination of completion,

(b) or guaranteed termination of completion and solving, but (po-
tential) incompleteness of solving.

8.1 Completeness without Termination

To see (a), assume the Relaxed Condition, and the completion
algorithm of Section 4. Then completion may diverge.
Example 8. Consider the completion ofEg = {a ∼ [F a]} with
respect toEt = {F [x] ∼ [F x]}. We apply theSkolem step to
getE′

g = {a ∼ [α1], F [α1] ∼ α1}. Now we can applyTop on
the second equation to get[F α1]∼ α1. After AlphaSwapwe end
up with a variant of the initial equation, and the process canrepeat
itself indefinitely. Hence, completion does not terminate. 2

However, if completiondoesterminate, all the properties of solving
remain valid: soundness, completeness and termination.

8.2 Termination without Completeness

The non-termination of the completion algorithm is caused by
equations of formα∼C[F[α]] inE′

g; we call themloopy equations.
Termination can be recovered in a simple but brutal manner: (i)
during completion, do not applySkolem to a loopy equation; and
(ii) at the end of completion, discard all loopy equations. This
change leads to alternative (b). Both completion and solving are
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guaranteed to terminate, but since we have thrown away some of
the provided evidence, solving may no longer be complete. For
example, suppose

Et = g1 x : F [x] ∼ Int, g2 x : F (T x) ∼ [F x]
Eg = g3 : a∼ T (F a)

Then it is possible to showEt ∪ Eg ⊢ γ : F a∼ [Int] where

γ = F g3 ◦ g2 (F a) ◦ [F (F g3 ◦ g2 (F a)) ◦ g1 (F (F a))]

The completion algorithm onEg yields first{a∼T β, β∼ [F β]},
and then, by discarding the loopy equation, to{a ∼ T β}. Now if
we attempt to solve the wanted equation, we first substitutea for
T β, obtainingT β ∼ T [Int]. After decomposing, we get stuck
atβ ∼ [Int]. In other words, we are unable to discharge a wanted
equation, even though there is a valid proof.

It is bad for a compiler to mysteriously loop, so we prefer
alternative (b), especially since it enjoys the following property:

THEOREM9 (Partial Completeness).If completion does not dis-
card any loopy equations, solving is complete.

Even in the presence of loopy equations can we identify certain
equations that are definitely inconsistent: these are the equations
subject toFail. Hence, by includingFail in the solving algorithm,
we further reduce the class of undecidable wanted equations.

Another possible refinement of the approach would be to apply
Skolemup to a nesting depth ofk (by equipping each skolem with
a level number), before discarding a level-k loopy equation. This
would provide a knob for programmers to turn to say “work harder
to typecheck this program”.

8.3 Summary

The Relaxed Condition lacks the crisp completeness result that
language designers crave, but in practice the extra expressiveness
is very significant, and we believe that the loss of completeness
(arising in alternative (b)) is rarely felt. The loss of completeness
manifests in the following way: if the compiler fails to prove an
equality,and it has discarded a loopy equation, it may report that
it cannot be certain whether or not the wanted equality is justified.
We believe these cases are rare because a loopy equation musthave
started in a form at least as complicated as this:

Gt∼ T (F (Gt))

Programmers are unlikely to write such equations in a type signa-
ture!

Does the special treatment of loopy equations permit even more
liberal conditions on top-level equations, such as requiring only
strong normalisation? No, it does not. Consider Example 1 inSec-
tion 3.4: both completion and solving diverge on the termF [Int ],
without loopy equations ever arising.

9. Related Work
Languages with type function support. Existing languages with
type functions differ on various accounts from our type functions.
They support closed type functions (e.g. ATS (Chen and Xi 2005),
Cayenne (Augustsson 1998), Epigram (McBride), Omega (Sheard
2004)) whereas we consider open, extensible type functions. De-
pendently typed languages generally impose fewer restrictions on
the type functions the user can write. Type checking for suchlan-
guages is therefore undecidable in general (Augustsson 1998) or
requires some form of user interaction (Chapman et al. 2005)to re-
cover decidability. Automatic type checking for closed type func-
tions typically relies on narrowing to solve equations Thisleads to
a very different type checking approach (Gasbichler et al. 2002;
Sheard 2006). We are not aware of any formal decidability and
completeness results which match the results stated in thispaper.

The alternative is to give up on automatic type checking and de-
mand that the programmer has to construct the proofs himself(e.g.
LH (Licata and Harper 2005)).

More closely related to our work is the Chameleon system
described in (Sulzmann et al. 2006). Chameleon makes use of
the Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) (Frühwirth 1998) formal-
ism for the specification of type class and type improvement rela-
tions. CHR is a committed-choice language consisting of constraint
rewrite rules. Via CHR rewrite rules we can model open type func-
tions. The CHR type inference strategies (Stuckey and Sulzmann
2005) is different from the type function setting in that it mixes
completion and solving. We keep both steps separate mainly be-
cause evidence generation is then fairly straightforward.The issue
of evidence generation has not been fully addressed for CHR yet.

Functional dependencies. Functional dependencies (Jones 2000)
provide the programmer with a relational notation for specifying
type-level computations. Functional dependencies and type func-
tions have similar expressive power, and it is mainly a matter of
taste whether to write type-level programs in functional orrela-
tional style. For example, Neubauer et al. (Neubauer et al. 2001)
and Diatchki (Diatchki 2007) propose a functional notationfor
type classes with a functional dependencies which is essentially
syntactical sugar for the conventional relational notation of type
classes.

This correspondence enables a fruitful and mutually beneficial
transfer of results. For example, the Strong Termination Condition
(Definition 2) is inspired by the Terminating Weak Coverage Con-
dition for functional dependencies (Sulzmann et al. 2007b). In the
other direction, our work naturally integrates type functions and
GADTs, and the generation of evidence is reasonably straightfor-
ward. Neither of these issues has been studied for functional depen-
dencies, but our results provide some strong clues how to achieve
similar results for functional dependencies. Similarly, the relaxed
conditions in Section 8 improves on existing type checking results
for functional dependencies, but again might be transferable to that
setting. We refer to (Schrijvers et al. 2007; Schrijvers andSulz-
mann 2008) for more details on the connection and the translation
schemes between functional dependencies and type functions.

Completion and congruence closure. For entailment checking
we critically rely on completion. There are close connections be-
tween completion and building the congruence closure. Indeed, our
Skolem rule can be found in similar form in (Kapur 1997) and our
rule application strategies are close to the ones proposed in (Bach-
mair and Tiwari 2000). However, we are much more parsimonious
than Kapur in our use of skolemisation, aiming to use it only where
it is truly necessary.

Solving is considered in (Tiwari et al. 2000) but the assump-
tions differ from ours. We only allow the unification of variables
in wanted equations whereas the approach in (Tiwari et al. 2000)
also unifies variables in local equations. None of the above works
consider the treatment of (universally quantified) top-level equa-
tions. This topic is studied in (Beckert 1994). Again, we consider a
more specialised setting where we only complete local equations
and leave top-level equations unchanged. We also need to con-
struct evidence to justify wanted equations. The closest work we
are aware of (Nieuwenhuis and Oliveras 2005) employs a different
notion of proof (evidence).

10. Conclusion & Future Work
We presented a type checking algorithm for open type functions
and equational constraints. Our implementation is available in the
GHC HEAD branch, and is documented athttp://haskell.
org/haskellwiki/GHC/Type families. It provides opportuni-
ties for many extensions that we plan to study, such as overlapping
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toplevel equations, closed functions, and a unified type checking
algorithm for equational and class constraints, to name just three.
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A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. We show termination by defining a term norm|t| with a
well-founded ordering, and showing that this norm decreases with
each rewrite. Firstly, we define our norm|t| to be the multisetS of
tuples(l, s), one for each function sub-termF s ∈ t, where

• l is the level of the function sub-term: the number of function
termsG t ∈ t that contain the function sub-term, and

• s is thesizeof the function sub-term: the number of DT con-
structors and type variables in the function sub-term not con-
tained in a proper function sub-termF ′ s′ of the function sub-
term.

The ordering over these multisets is defined as:

S1 < S2
△
=

max(l1,s1)∈S1
l1 > max(l2,s2)∈S2

l2

∨
∃l.l = max(l1,s1)∈S1

l1 ∧ l = max(l2,s2)∈S2
l2

∧
P

(l,s1)∈S1
s1 >

P

(l,s2)∈S2
s2

Clearly, this order is well-founded. Now consider the right-hand
side of each top-level equation:

G s One function sub-term at levell is replaced by another func-
tion sub-term at levell. However, its size is strict smaller than
than the original function sub-term (condition1). Moreover,
some function sub-terms below it may have been eliminated,
while none has been added (condition2).

x or T s One function sub-term at levell is eliminated. All (if any)
the function sub-terms below it decrease in level. The size of its
parent, at levell − 1 is increased by some number.

In summary, each rewrite decreases the norm.
As there are no critical pairs (non-joinable or otherwise) be-

cause of the non-overlap condition and the rewrite rules terminate,
we have confluence. 2

B. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. We consider the two properties separately.

Termination. The environmentEt ∪E
′
g consists of three types of

equations:

1. The first type, of the forma ∼ t ∈ E′
g and α ∼ t, we

call variable substitutions. For simplicity of presentation,
we only treat the type variable case in the rest of the proof.
The extensions to skolems is trivial.

2. The second type, of the formF t ∼ s ∈ E′
g, we callgiven

function applications.

3. The remaining type, the equations inEt, we call top-level
function applications.

First, we show that the number of variable substitutions is
bounded. Every variable substitution equation of the forma∼ t
substitutes a type variablea everywhere, and preserves only one
occurrences, that ina ∼ t. No other rewrite step is able to in-
crease the number of occurrences after this. As no new type
variablea are generated, the number of variable substitutions
is hence bounded by the number of variable substitution equa-
tions.

As the number of variable substitutions is bounded, we only
have to consider infinite sequences of function applications.
Such an infinite sequence cannot exist of top-level functionap-
plications alone, for it is a precondition that the top-level equa-
tions are terminating. An infinite sequence can also not exist
of given function applications alone. Because of completion,
no given function application applies only to the result (right-
hand side) of another given function application. If that were

the case, then theSubstrule would apply andE′
g would not be

completed. Hence, each given function application must con-
sume part of the original type term at the start of the sequence.
As the original type term is finite, there cannot be an infinite
sequence of given function applications.

As a consequence, any infinite sequence must consist of alter-
nating finite sub-sequences of given and top-level functionap-
plications. We show that this is not possible by (1) defining a
norm, theavailable functions norm|t|f for type termst, with
a well-founded ordering, and (2) showing that this norm de-
creases with each function application.

We define|t|f as in the proof of Theorem 1, but now only count
the function sub-termsF t that potentially match the left-hand
side of a rewrite rule during the rewriting process. For the initial
termtwe define|t|f to be all function sub-terms. For a bounded
type term, this initial norm is bounded. Now we show that this
norm strictly decreases with each given function application
and does not increase with each top-level application.

The given function application eliminates one or more sub-
terms of the formF t, and while it may add in its stead more
sub-terms of that form, none matches the left-hand side of
another function application. If it would, theTop and Subst
rules of the completion process would apply, and that cannotbe
the case. Hence, given function applications strictly decrease
the norm.

A top-level function application eliminates one or more sub-
terms of the formF t: one matches the entire left-hand side and
the others match the schema variablesx. Because of the con-
ditions on the top-level equations, those that match the schema
variables are either not duplicated or at a lower level. The func-
tion sub-term may replaced by another one, but then of strictly
smaller size.

Confluence.For a set of terminating rewrite rules to be non-
confluent, there must be anon-joinable critical pair. A critical
pair consists of two rewrite rules (equations) with overlapping
head (left-hand side) and distinct body (right-hand side).

Let us consider the three possibilities for a critical paire1, e2 ∈
Et ∪E

′
g.

e1, e2 ∈ Et There is no such critical pair because we require
that the left-hand sides of top-level equations are non-
overlapping.

e1, e2 ∈ E′
g As the given equations are ground, the left-hand

sides may only overlap if they are identical. However, if the
are identical, then theSubstrule would apply, andEt ∪E

′
g

would not be a completed environment. Hence, there is no
such critical pair.

e1 = F c∼ s ∈ Et, e2 = u∼ v ∈ E′
g For the left-hand sides

to overlap, there must be an instancee1[t/x] of e1 such that
eitherF c[t/x] ∈ u or u ∈ F c[t/x]. The former is not
possible, because it would mean that theTop rule applies,
andEt ∪E

′
g is not a completed environment.

For the latter we must realise thatu is of the forma or
G s, because of completion. If we take the restrictions on
e1’s left-hand side into account, it must follow fromu ∈
F c[t/x] thatu ∈ t. Now we can easily show the joinability
of the critical pair: the join is obtained by applying first one
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rule and then the other.
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C. Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. Our proof establishes termination properties for a few
individual steps, and then shows termination for the remaining
steps of the algorithm.

We consider two individual steps.

• Firstly, we observe that theFail step immediately terminates the
type checking process.

• Secondly, the number ofvariable substitutionsis bounded.
With a variable substitution we denote aSubststep that substi-
tutes an equation of the forma ∼ t in all other equations. Ob-
serve that the number of type variables inEg ∪Ew is bounded,
andEt does not contain type variables. Each variable substi-
tution eliminates a type variablea from all equations but the
left-hand side ofa ∼ t. No further step increases the number
of occurrences ofa, and no further step creates fresh type vari-
ables. In conclusion, there is only a bounded number of variable
substitutions.

Hence, we should only concern ourselves with the remaining
rewrite rules for non-termination. We do this by defining acom-
pletion norm|E|c for wanted equations with a well-founded order,
and by showing that this norm decreases with each step of the al-
gorithm.

First, we define the completion norm|E|c as the tuple〈n1, n
′
1, n2, n3, n4〉

with lexicographic ordering, where

• n1 is the number ofavailable functionsdefined as in the previ-
ous termination proof,

• n′
1 is a multiset defined below,

• n2 is the multiset of sub-term sizes (one size for each sub-term
in E) with the multiset order,

• n3 is the number of equations inE, and

• n4 is the number ofill-oriented equations inE, i.e. those
equations to whichSwapapplies.

The multisetn′
1 is a multiset of tuples(l, u, d), one for each

available function subtermF s, where

• l is the level of the function subterm: the number of function
termsG t that contain the function subterm,

• u is the up-sizeof the function subterm: the number of DT
constructors between the function term and its surrounding
parent function term or the term root,

• d is thedown-sizeof the function subterm: the number of DT
constructors and type variables in the function subterm not
contained in a proper function subtermF ′ s′ of the function
subterm.

Define maxl(S)
△
= max(l,u,d)∈S l, cl(l, S)

△
=

P

(l,u,d)∈S 1,

cu(l, S)
△
=

P

(l,u,d)∈S u and cd(l, S)
△
=

P

(l,u,d)∈S d. The or-

dering over these multisets is defined as:

S1 < S2
△
=

maxl(S1) < maxl(S2)

∨
V

8

<

:

maxl(S1) = maxl(S2)

∃l.
V



cl(l, S1) < cl(l, S2)
∀l′ > l.cl(l

′, S1) = cl(l
′, S2)

ff

9

=

;

∨
V

8

>

<

>

:

maxl(S1) = maxl(S2)
∀l.cl(l, S1) = cl(l, S2)

∃l.
V



cu(l, S1) < cu(l, S2)
∀l′ < l.cu(l′, S1) = cu(l′, S2)

ff

9

>

=

>

;

∨
V

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

maxl(S1) = maxl(S2)
∀l.cl(l, S1) = cl(l, S2)
∀l.cu(l, S1) = cu(l, S2)

∃l.
V



cd(l, S1) < cd(l, S2)
∀l′ > l.cd(l′, S1) = cd(l′, S2)

ff

9

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

;

Now let us consider the impact of the various steps on this norm.

• Swapdecreasesn4 and does not affect the other components.

• Triv definitely decreasesn2 andn3, and possibly decreasesn1,
n′

1 andn4.

• Decompdecreasesn2, but possibly increasesn3 andn4. It does
not affectn1 and possibly decreasesn′

1.

• Skolem decreasesn′
1, doesn’t increasen1 and may affect the

other components. To see the decrease inn′
1, note that the up-

size of theF[t] is > 0 and it becomes= 0 in F[[C]] after the
skolem step. There is also down-size that increases, but theup-
size has priority.

• Substdecreasesn1 andn′
1, but may increasen2 andn4. To see

that it decreasesn1 we can follow similar reasoning as in the
earlier termination proof. It cannot be that a top-level equation
applies to the right-hand side of a substituted equation because
fix(Top) comes beforeSubst.

• Top decreasesn′
1 because of the Strong Termination Condition.

It possibly decreasesn1, but not necessarily.

In conclusion, the completion algorithm must terminate. 2

D. Termination Proof of Scenario (b)’s
Completion in Section 8

Proof. (sketch) The termination argument of completion hinges
on the fact that only a bounded number of ground type terms are
generated and considered. However, theSkolem step generated
new constants, the skolems, which may lead to non-termination.
In Appendix C we have been able to find a termination order for
the Strong Termination Condition. Under the Relaxed Condition,
this order does not guarantee termination anymore. Our solution is
to modify theSkolem rule: we do not generate skolems for loopy
equations. This provides an alternate way to bound the number
of skolems generated. The remainder of the proof of AppendixC
remains valid. Hence, only a finite number of ground terms are
generated, of which only a bounded number are skolemised.2
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